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About This Game

Caravanserail is an arcade-ish trading game. Buy, set a price, and sell. It sounds simple but it'll take you some skill to set the
right price according to the market tendencies...

Inspired by the trading mechanic of some of my favorite strategy games like Pirates! and by caravanserais (trading posts in the
desert where people used to buy products from caravans) I tried to recreate the feeling of trading in the old times : you have to

let caravans pass, remember the prices, and deduce the market tendencies by yourself.
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Caravanserail is extremely short with only 10 levels. The first several levels add new functions for game play and objectives but
most of the game play is extremely repetitive. If you like resource buying/selling games you will probably enjoy this but I
wouldn't recommend buying it at full price. The menu graphics are cute but most of the graphics are minimal. Backgrounds are
also minimal but depict generic looking desert scenes or small towns.

With only 10 short levels and not enough variety in gameplay I can't really bring myself to recommend this game unless you
really love buying/selling resource games or like me just collect pretty much any game that has a Middle Eastern theme.. The art
is nice, and the concept has potential, but it is just too easy. While there is a hard mode, I got every achievement in one hour
while hardly trying. Not really worth it.. You click on things, then you click the up arrow, then you click the thing again. And
somehow someone will buy it at basically any price.

Repeat for half an hour and you are winrar.

It isn't even a bad trading game because it's not a trading game; there is nothing that makes the faintest bit of sense in this game..
This has been one of the best games I've played this year. It is a strategy trading game that you can finish in 1 to 1.5 hours of
playtime. The achievementas are obtainable from playing the entire game or some simple tasks. I enjoy this style of game, and I
really liked the take on Arabian traders/silk road. There was lots of new challenges and learning involved. Plus, the art is
beautiful and it has trading cards!. honestly, this hardly can be called a game. it should be a trading game, but its so simple and
the trading part is almost nonsensical that you get bored after 30 minutes of playing.. The art is nice, and the concept has
potential, but it is just too easy. While there is a hard mode, I got every achievement in one hour while hardly trying. Not really
worth it.. This is a very short game, but has some replay value. A nice use of buying and selling mechanics, with mechanics for
merchants, and upgrading items. I picked this up on a sale. Not sure if I would pay the $3 for it as it's a short, simple game. But
it did give me a couple hours of fun.. honestly, this hardly can be called a game. it should be a trading game, but its so simple
and the trading part is almost nonsensical that you get bored after 30 minutes of playing.. This is a solid arcade game that is
worth its price. There is some depth to the mechanics, but mostly what you'll be doing is applying markups, and watching for
things like bandits attacks, (a countdown timer until you lose that you have to sink money into your defenses to avaid) and
adjusting your merchant to auto-buy and auto-sell more expensive common commodities as your finances allow.

Would be great for it to have more replayability, but at this price it's worth it if it entertains you for a few hours.. 
https://youtu.be/cnomZhazU6w

Taking inspiration for many economy based board games, Caravanserail attempts to bring that experience to a digital format.

The game offers many different ways to play and does a fine job delivering on its theme. The core mechanics are simple and
bland, the majority of the time is spent clicking repeatedly to raise the price on common items to turn a profit a task that players
should be able to automate.

Learning the variable prices of items on the market is a reasonable ask for the player but since every item is available at the start
it can be overwhelming and results in a lot of guesswork.
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It's fun little game if you like trading stuff.. Caravanserail is notably £2, a very small sum of money though provides a game of
obvious nature.

It's one of those games you'd play on the side as of when you feel as though you have nothing to play. It's a short 10 levels for
the noted £2. The game felt very slow at the beginning, though as the game progressed it felt very challenging but then towards
the end of the game, the pace really picked up and it seemed to be over too quickly.

It's a good game to get your brain going for example if you've got an exam later I would definitely recommend this and this
mood swing does not only assist in having your brain work more actively but it also fabricates a mindset of which you'll crave
the playing of other games you may own.. if i could chose between being a part of a Lemon Party or playing Caravanserail then
I would most likely go for the Lemon Party.... It's a cool little game, though very short (finished it in under an hour, but there's
also still a hard mode).
Once you get a hang of of, it becomes very easy. The fun for me was in getting the hang of it itself, figuering out the mechanics
and comodity prices.
Could use a little more, but it does what it does well enough.. It's a cool little game, though very short (finished it in under an
hour, but there's also still a hard mode).
Once you get a hang of of, it becomes very easy. The fun for me was in getting the hang of it itself, figuering out the mechanics
and comodity prices.
Could use a little more, but it does what it does well enough.
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